1
00:00:00,000 --> 00:00:00,166

2
00:00:00,166 --> 00:00:03,366
Welcome! This tutorial will show you how
3
00:00:03,366 --> 00:00:05,466
to access an electronic copy of an
4
00:00:05,466 --> 00:00:07,433
article that you discover in one of the
5
00:00:07,433 --> 00:00:09,933
library's databases - using the "Get It"
6
00:00:09,933 --> 00:00:13,500
system. Most databases offer a mixture of
7
00:00:13,500 --> 00:00:15,733
article citations, which provide
8
00:00:15,733 --> 00:00:17,633
information about the article, but are
9
00:00:17,633 --> 00:00:20,300
not the articles actual content, as well
10
00:00:20,300 --> 00:00:22,500
as full-text articles which are
11
00:00:22,500 --> 00:00:24,666
electronic copies of the actual article
12
00:00:24,666 --> 00:00:27,300
itself. In the search that I have done

13
00:00:27,300 --> 00:00:30,533
here two full-text articles are available
14
00:00:30,533 --> 00:00:33,000
within this database. Clicking on these
15
00:00:33,000 --> 00:00:35,033
links will bring me directly to the full
16
00:00:35,033 --> 00:00:37,500
content of the article that I can read
17
00:00:37,500 --> 00:00:41,700
and download. If a database does not have
18
00:00:41,700 --> 00:00:43,566
a direct link to an article that you're
19
00:00:43,566 --> 00:00:46,100
seeking, click on the "Get It" button to
20
00:00:46,100 --> 00:00:47,600
search through all of the library's
21
00:00:47,600 --> 00:00:49,466
holdings and connect with a full-text
22
00:00:49,466 --> 00:00:52,166
copy of the desired article. "Get It"
23
00:00:52,166 --> 00:00:54,000
offers several ways for you to get to
24
00:00:54,000 --> 00:00:57,100
the content that you're seeking. Most

25
00:00:57,100 --> 00:00:59,166
often "Get It" will bring you directly to
26
00:00:59,166 --> 00:01:01,800
the article as in this case. Seek out the
27
00:01:01,800 --> 00:01:04,233
link to the PDF of your article to view
28
00:01:04,233 --> 00:01:07,800
its content. If "Get It" cannot link you
29
00:01:07,800 --> 00:01:09,933
directly to the article, you may see a
30
00:01:09,933 --> 00:01:12,366
screen like this indicating that the
31
00:01:12,366 --> 00:01:15,166
article is not available online but may
32
00:01:15,166 --> 00:01:18,066
be available in print. Click on the link
33
00:01:18,066 --> 00:01:20,666
to DELCAT Discovery to find out if the
34
00:01:20,666 --> 00:01:22,666
library has a copy of this journal in
35
00:01:22,666 --> 00:01:27,000
its print collection. Once in DELCAT
36
00:01:27,000 --> 00:01:29,133
Discovery, you will need to specify that

37
00:01:29,133 --> 00:01:31,766
you're looking for a journal. Use the
38
00:01:31,766 --> 00:01:36,166
facets on the left to select journals.
39
00:01:36,166 --> 00:01:39,866
Now examine the results. Items marked
40
00:01:39,866 --> 00:01:42,100
with the "University of Delaware Library"
41
00:01:42,100 --> 00:01:45,633
are held here at UD. However, the journal
42
00:01:45,633 --> 00:01:47,500
that we are seeking is listed as
43
00:01:47,500 --> 00:01:51,166
"WorldCat Libraries". This indicates that
44
00:01:51,166 --> 00:01:53,333
another library in the system has this
45
00:01:53,333 --> 00:01:56,900
journal, but the UD library does not.
46
00:01:56,900 --> 00:01:59,666
Therefore in order to get to this
47
00:01:59,666 --> 00:02:01,500
article we will have to use the
48
00:02:01,500 --> 00:02:03,933
Interlibrary Loan service by using the

49
00:02:03,933 --> 00:02:06,600
link to Interlibrary Loan located on the
50
00:02:06,600 --> 00:02:08,600
"Get It" screen.
51
00:02:08,600 --> 00:02:11,300
Remember librarians are always available
52
00:02:11,300 --> 00:02:13,633
to assist you. Please feel free to
53
00:02:13,633 --> 00:02:16,366
contact a librarian at any time if you
54
00:02:16,366 --> 00:02:18,100
cannot access an article that you need
55
00:02:18,100 --> 00:02:20,300
or if you would like assistance with any
56
00:02:20,300 --> 00:02:22,400
part of your research. Thanks for
57
00:02:22,400 --> 00:02:25,600
watching, and good luck!

